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UI-LVT ARE THE COTtrOitATE OPTIONS IM SOUTH AFRICA? AN AHERICA1I KULTINATTO'fA.

CORPORATION VIEW

Cood day, gentlemen:"

Before going on to deal specifically with the point in question, I feel it

necessary to place rny position within the American multinational corpora-

tion with the largest stake (both in investment and in employees) in South

Africa in perspective:

This is that while a director of Ford, I am a South African, as are the

majority of my fellow-directors.

Therefore, I speak in a double role:

That of a South African interested in the welfare and future

of my country and all of its people; and

That as a director of a wholly-owned American company, inte-

rested in the future and profits of my company.

This situation - and it pertains to nine out of ten of our local directors -

including the managing director - belies the commonly held belief and I

quote that "the local management of multinational corporations are bound to

be loyal to their employer and to respect the worldwide pattern of the

company's interest rather than the social progress of the country in which

he happens to be working". (0

In tho case of oar local directors the company and the country go hand in

hand.

Having- set the scene locally, let me now draw the larger picture of ar.

Amerlca.1 company operating here-
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As you. are all aware, American corporations with affiliates doing1 business

in South Africa have "been under heavy pressure in recent years to 'withdraw

from South Africa.

This pressure has come primarily from certain church groups, universities

and black organisations in the United States.

These groups last year proposed resolutions at the stockholders' meetings

of more than 25 U.S. corporations calling on the companies to withdraw

from South Africa. Thankfully, such resolutions normally fail to gain

sufficient support, but, nevertheless, the chairman and other directors

have to respond to cross-examination and criticism as to why they continue

to operate in South Africa when:

1. The system of apartheid denies basic human rights to the

majority "black population, and

2. United States corporate presence in South Africa, consti-

tutes support for that system.

This pressure at sbockholders1 meetings - plus demonstrations on university

campuses by students demanding that their trustees sell the stocks of com-

panies that do business in South Africa - have resulted in the 350 or so

American companies doing business here becoming - as Fortune magazine said

a year ago — "key figures in one of the more harrowing national (American)

dramas of our time". (2)

So, the pressure is very .real - it has already told in the case of Polaroid

and is also having a degree of success in some university trustees selling

off the sharesof companies with affiliates in South Africa after being con-

fronted with the "most vocal political-protest movement on American campuses

since the Vietnam War". (5) And the pressure is increasing as is demonstr

ted by the amount of space reserved by US corporations in their latest.

reports for reviewing their South African operations.

(This is shown in our annual report, where we received virtually the sam

space as Ford of Europe's operation though they are many times larger in
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terms of sales volume and assets. And the South African coverage was not

on product or performance - this received only a small amount of exposure

compared to that of justification of Ford's continued operation in South

Africa.)

Ford's standard reply to the question of disinvesting- in South Africa - and

it has become standard after several years of persistent cross-examination

- i s :

"While the Ford Motor Company is opposed to the policy of apart-

heid, the company does not agree with those suggesting that all

foreign companies should withdraw from South Africa to hasten the

end of discriminatory practices.

"Ford believes it can further equal opportunity more by striving

to participate successfully in the South African economy and wor-

king hard to improve the condi tions of our 3 500 Black employees

there.

"Ford South Africa is making substantial progress towards this

goal."

That is the position, but what of the options?

As we perceive it, American companies have three basic alternative choices:

1. The choice to withdraw (or disinvest).

2. The unacceptable alternative that efforts to improve condi-

tions of non-white workers and to achieve equal pay and wor-

king conditions constitute political involvement in which

companies should not be involved, and

3- The alternative that most American companies have chosen of

remaining in South Africa and, at the same time, designing

and implementing a comprehensive progracuns to provide equal

opportunities to employees and to improve the quality of their

life both inside and outside the workplace.
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In general, American companies have decided not to withdraw, while, at the

same time, making it. clear that their own commitment in the United States

and elsewhere in the'world, is'to the principle of equal employment oppor-

tunity, without any distinction based on race or any other factor unrelated

to an individual's ability to do a given job.

Many companies, such as Ford, have stated their disagreement with the policy

of apartheid and have emphasised that their presence in South Africa does

not constitute support for that policy-

Henry Pord put it like this here in Johannesburg in January last year when,

asked at a Press conference at the end of his visit to South Africa, if he

did not think that-the very presence of a foreign company sustained the sys-

tem (of apartheid):

"That may well be true and I've heard that point of view espoused.

- O n the other hand, what happens to all the employees of these com-

panies if they withdraw? It is our opinion that we do more for

the people of South Africa by staying here in South Africa and em-

ploying them and providing equal opportunity rights to the extent

that we can. We do more for the total economy of the country with

the employment of people, so it has been our feeling that we should

stay."

This view is shared not only "by American companies but by many Black South

Africans, vociferous in their condemnation of apartheid, but totally opposed

to American disinvestment.

One is Chief Gatsha Buthelezi, who has said:

"Some of your superliberals in America have got the whole issue i

exactly upside down. They seem to think it is immoral for Ame-

rican companies to invest here, but irreaistably profitable.

The truth is the opposite. It is morally imperative that Ame-

rican firms remain active here — and support us in our struggle

- even though the "business aspects may well present problems." (4)
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So the alternative of disinvestment is viewed with virtually the sane eyes

here and in the United States.

However, let's not pretend there are no conditions under which an American

company would withdraw from South Africa. One condition would obviously

be a sustained period of unprofitability. No company, either American or

other nationality, and regardless of size, can afford to continue operations

at a loss over an extended period. A variety of factors, including social

ones and also including Government policies, both general and ones affec-

ting a specific company, can influence a company's profitability.

Thankfully, no such factors axe prevalent here and For&*s publicly stated

position - and that of most American companies operating here — is that it

intends to stay in this country.

This brings us to the second alternative: that of American companies taking

the position that efforts to improve the conditions of Non-White workers and

to achieve equality in pay and working conditions constitute political invol-

vement, which companies should not participate in.

Most American companies, including Ford, would not accept this position.

They recognise it is not the function of a manufacturing concern, particularly

a foreign-owned one, to confer political rights on people. At the same time,

however, they are aware that the way they treat their employees and the condi-

tions in which those employees and their families live have a direct impact on

the quality and efficiency of their manufacturing operations.

Therefore, they realise it is their own self-interest as well as that of their

employees to become involved in efforts to achieve equal employment opportuni-

ty.

Henry Ford II put that realisation most succinctly. He said: *

"There is no longer anything to reconcile, if there ever was,

between the social consciousness and the profit motive. Im-

proving the quality of society - investing in better employees

and customers for tomorrow - is nothing more than another step

in the evolutionary process of taking a more far—sighted view

of return on investment."
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Which brings us then to the third corporate option - the one that most

American companies have made. That is the choice of remaining in South

Africa and at the same time designing and implementing a comprehensive

'programme to provide'equal"opportunity to employees and to improve the

quality of their life .both inside and outside the workplace.

This alternative and standpoint has received widespread recognition and

definition in America in the past two years, because it gained a name:

the Sullivan Code of Principles for American companies operating in South

Africa.

But make no mistake - the basic code was being implemented years before

General Motors' Director and Baptist Minister the Rev. Dr. Leon Sullivan

and executives of other American companies produced their six principles

of fair employment practices and equal opportunities.

In most cases, the publication of the principles did not act as the star-

ter' s pistol to get everyone off the line in a race to implement such

practices: their most important role — certainly as far as Ford is con— .

cerned — is in providing a discipline and means by which American companies

may quantify their progress in implementing programmes initiated several

years ago. If I may make so bold, many of these programmes were introdu-

ced by South African management who identified the socio-economic needs of

Black workers long before there was any specific direction from the Rev.

Dr. Sullivan and his colleagues.

This is not to say the Sullivan Principles are not important. They are

vitally so as common ground upon which American companies — more than 100

of the 350 operating in South Africa have signed the code — can stand and

withstand pressure from - as Chief Gatsha Buthelezi put it - "superliberals

in America".

Let's lovlc at the Principles and what companies like Ford - and «e think we

have attained a leadership position in implementing them because of the

groundv/ork we laid in the years before their fomalisation - have done, or

are doing, in implementing them.
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Princi pie One

Non-segregation of the races in all eating, comfort and work facilities -

In our case, all comfort and work facilities are fully integrated. So

are all our salaried dining room facilities, while all hourly canteen

facilities will be in the same position by year's end, several already

being so.

Principle Two and Three ...

which today I would like to treat as composites.

Equal and fair employment practices for all employees; and equal pay for

all employees doing equal or comparable work for the same period of time.

Ford, like several other American companies, has historically observed

equal and fair employment practices, encompassing equal pay and equal be-

nefits for all. In this regard, Ford also became the first company in

South Africa to recognise and negotiate with a black trade union which

represents a. majority of its black workers.

Principle Four . . . . .

Initiation of and development of training programmes that will prepare

in substantial numbers, blacks and other non-whites (the wording of the

code) for supervisory, administrative, clerical and technical jobs.

In this sphere, the company operates more than a dozen different in-

company training programmes on a non-racial basis. Building has begun

on a new R800 000 in-company training centre to accommodate the increase

in our training programmes, much of which will be concentrated on impro-

ving the skills and managerial ability of blacks.

Principle Five

Increasing the number of blacks and other non-whites in management ar.d

supervisory positions.
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There has been a steady increase in the number through the years, with

33 (6,7 per cent) held by Blacks, Coloureds and Indians today compared

with 30 (5,5 per cent) a year ago. Our objective - and this is an

example of how the Sullivan Code has enabled us to quantify our goals -

is 10 per cent by 1980. . . .

Principle Six

Improving the quality of employees' lives outside of the work environment

in such areas as housing, transportation, schooling, recreation and health

facilities.

This is the one area where the Sullivan Principles have added fresh impe-

tus to our efforts — and also made it easier to gain approval for major .

projects.

But, again, we were involved here several years before the Principles were

published. In fact, it was in 1974 that we launched the first of several

major programmes when we financed a R780 000 loan to provide better housing

in the KwaFord area of Hew Brighton township in Port Elizabeth*

Other projects under Principle Six Include:

Interest-free home purchase and improvement loans for

employees.

. .Home nursing services for employees' -families; ..... ..

The provision of vehicles to Livingstone Hospital, Port

Elizabeth, for home visits to out-patients in general;

. The provision of a R107 000 grant for the building of a

swimming pool in a Port Elizabeth Coloured township;

The operation of our own mobile X-Ray unit for employees

and their families;

Plans to provide equipment for an audiology unit for use

by all races at the Port Elizabeth Provincial Hospital.
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One of the most gratifying projects initiated by ourselves and subsequently

supported by fellow American companies General Motors and Firestone is a

project to build a technical training institute in Hew Brighton to enable

black pupils to gain a technical matriculation - something that has never

been possible before in Port Elizabeth. Together with the Urban Foundation,

Ford, Firestone and General Motors are contributing more than R1 million of

the R1.6 million required to build the technical institute which will receive

its first intake of pupils at the beginning of next year.

This is a case, where, although this falls under the provisions of the

Sullivan Code, it is not being done as a philanthropic gesture - there is

a very real need in our industry, and industry in general, for Blacks with

technical grounding to become artisans, technicians and engineers to meet

the demands for such positions, faced, as we are, with a decreasing reserve

of manpower with such skills among the other race groups.

We have also donated R500 000 to the Urban Foundation, as have General Motors.

We have undertaken all programmes now grouped under the heading of "Implemen-

tation of the Sullivan Principles" on a planned basis, slow at times, but we

have never had to take a backward step because of any backlash - the success-

ful and complete implementation of the programmes being, in our opinion, core

important than racing to the finish line.

In this process, we have found it important, where we have found existing

regulations and practices creating problems, to seek changes in them. Thus,

we have over the years obtained exemptions from the Job Reservation Act,

We also made our labour views known to the Viehahn Commission and are pleased

to see that many of the changes we - and countless other companies, both

South African and American - suggested have been endorsed by the Commission.

Before rounding off, I think it is essential that in viewing American corpo-^

rate options, we realise that many South African companies themselves are

taking similar steps as we are. They are not doing so because their over-

seas stockholders are waving the "big stick" or because they are facing - as

the American media has put it - a "squeeze" or "dilemma" in South Africa.

They are doing it because it makes socio-economic sense and is in .the interest

of South Africa and its future.
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It is our belief that the kinds of programmes we and other companies —

American, British or those with head offices in Cape Town or Klerksdoro

- are undertaking on behalf of employees are consistent with what is

best in the history and traditions of South Africa.

Many constructive changes have taken place in the last five years in the

area of race and labour relations.

The decisions on the future evolution in these areas will not be made by

foreign companies or foreign countries, but by South Africans themselves.

As an American company, Ford's hope is that foreign corporations like our-

selves can play a constructive and imaginative role and that South Africa

will be able to resolve all of its problems - economic, social and political

- in a just and peaceful manner.

T h a n k ' y o u . •-...,, .--... -..,...,„ . ...... . . •.,... ......
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